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Character development of
protagonist—in memoir that’s YOU
• Tara is like a semi-feral character early on.
• Defines herself against etiquette/what’s proper.
• Descriptions of herself as a character who smells,
who’s not sophisticated, who doesn’t know how to
behave and that changes over time with awareness.
• Shows herself through Charles’s eyes.
• Shows what she didn’t know from the new person
that she is today.

Character development of primary
characters—Tara’s parents
• Mother’s character: at beginning—benign, but wounded,
insecure, creates alliance with Tara; nurturing healing angel
figure. Parents united in survivalist world.
—p 26: Father bursting with energy as a young man.
—p 27: “Picture her now…” Mother a pleaser.
—p 30: What she seemed to be and how she saw her later.
—p 33: “Mother didn't always agree…” Her strength.
• Father’s character:; temper and iron rule; rigid belief system and
toughness. Lack of empathy; descent into depression; destructive.
—p 55: Fear of time

Character development of primary
characters—turning points
• Shawn’s two injuries; Luke’s burns; the father’s
burns from the car accident; recurring theme of
father’s destructiveness.
• Mother: healer.
• Middle of book: Tara is allowed to go to school,
but has physical dangerous work at home. Still seen
as a woman to be subservient to the father, the family, and the
culture when she is at home.
• Last part of book: mother’s betrayal of Tara, rewriting history,
denial of father and brother’s abuses.
• Mother and father united to try to “save” her with the blessing.

How to write about violence and abuse
• Actual abuse scenes are way slowed down
• Shows the effects of the trauma on the family through her
father’s abusive behavior (not necessarily physical): putting her
and her brother’s in danger; making hasty and dangerous
decisions; not believing her truth about Shawn’s behavior/abuse.
• What happens when Charles witnesses the abuse (pp 188-189).
• The trauma of betrayal and denial as a form of abuse.

How to write about violence
and abuse continued . . .
EXAMPLES:
• p 115: I awoke with needles…
• p 119: When I awoke the next morning…
• p 139: “Come here, Tara…”
• pp 188-89: He grabbed a fistful of my hair…
• pp 194-95: What happens next is a blur in
my memory…
• p 271: I had never heard my mother admit…
• p 283: He seemed to relax…

ARC of Tara’s
development
Early chapters: the regular world, survivalist
beliefs, her role as a girl, her subservience, total obedience.
Turning points of escape: learning algebra; studying for exam.
Tyler and Richard: big influences; free because they were boys.
Shawn: always represented patriarchy and danger, a world where
she had no rights or voice. Ignorance would keep her there.
Middle of the book: learning the other world; exams; BYU;
studies that opened her eyes; Cambridge as a world beyond
America; Shawn’s abuse. Family denial.

ARC of Tara’s development
EXAMPLES:
p. 208: exploration of bipolar disorder
p. 243: that world, this world
p. 289: awareness of truth
p. 305: gambling for redemption
Final pages: Education

QUESTIONS?

Next week’s class: Time! A Deep Dive into Where to Position Yourself
in Time—Where You Are Now, Where You Were Then, and Tracking
Where Your Reader Is in Relation to Where They’ve Been
Please continue the conversation with us online:
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/warnercoaching
www.facebook.com/LindaJoyMyersAuthor

Twitter:
@brooke_warner
@memoirguru

